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Nonlinear magic: multiphoton microscopy in
the biosciences
Warren R Zipfel, Rebecca M Williams & Watt W Webb
Multiphoton microscopy (MPM) has found a niche in the world of biological imaging as the best noninvasive means of
fluorescence microscopy in tissue explants and living animals. Coupled with transgenic mouse models of disease and ‘smart’
genetically encoded fluorescent indicators, its use is now increasing exponentially. Properly applied, it is capable of measuring
calcium transients 500 µm deep in a mouse brain, or quantifying blood flow by imaging shadows of blood cells as they race
through capillaries. With the multitude of possibilities afforded by variations of nonlinear optics and localized photochemistry, it
is possible to image collagen fibrils directly within tissue through nonlinear scattering, or release caged compounds in subfemtoliter volumes.

MPM is a form of laser-scanning microscopy that uses localized ‘nonlinear’ excitation to excite fluorescence only within a thin raster-scanned
plane and nowhere else. Since its first demonstration by our group over
a decade ago1, MPM has been applied to a variety of imaging tasks and
has now become the technique of choice for fluorescence microscopy in
thick tissue and in live animals. Neuroscientists have used it to measure
calcium dynamics deep in brain slices2–11 and in live animals12–14
(reviewed in ref. 15), to study neuronal plasticity16 and to monitor neurodegenerative disease models in brain slices17 and in living mice18–21.
MPM has proved invaluable to cancer researchers for in vivo studies of
angiogenesis22,23 and metastasis24,25, to immunologists for investigating
lymphocyte trafficking26–30 and to embryologists for visualizing a day in
the life of a developing hamster embryo31. These types of applications
define the most important niche for MPM—high-resolution imaging of
physiology, morphology and cell-cell interactions in intact tissues or live
animals.
Although two-photon excited fluorescence is usually the primary signal source in MPM, three-photon excited fluorescence32–37 and second37–45 and third-harmonic generation (SHG, THG)46–48 can also be used
for imaging. In fact, SHG imaging was one of the earliest forms of biological nonlinear microscopy, proposed49 and demonstrated38 decades
ago. Notably, one of the most complex forms of nonlinear imaging,
coherent anti-Stokes Raman scattering (CARS) microscopy, was developed even earlier50. CARS microscopy derives contrast directly from
Raman-active vibrational modes within molecules and requires two
synchronized pulsed lasers operating at different wavelengths, rather
than a single pulsed laser as in two- (or three)-photon and SHG and
THG microscopy. Like SHG microscopy, CARS microscopy lay dormant
for decades but has recently been markedly improved51,52 with the help
of tunable, pulsed lasers in the infrared (IR) wavelength range.
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Nonlinear excitation also has ‘nonimaging’ uses in biological research,
such as the three-dimensional photolysis of caged molecules in femtoliter volumes16,53–56, diffusion measurements by multiphoton fluorescence correlation spectroscopy (MP-FCS)57,58 and multiphoton
fluorescence photobleaching recovery (MP-FPR or MP-FRAP)16,59–61,
and detecting bimolecular interactions using multiphoton two-color
cross-correlation spectroscopy (MP-FCCS)62. Targeted, localized
multiphoton excitation has also been used for transfection of single cells
by opening a transient nanoscopic pore in the cell membrane with a
parked femtosecond laser63. Precise ablation and cutting is possible on
the subcellular level. For example, a small region from a single chromosome from a fixed cell can be excised64, opening the possibility of
sub-chromosomal ablation in a living cell to study the effect of knocking
out specific regions of a targeted chromosome.
Here, we review applications of MPM and provide a simplified, practical view of the optical, technological and photophysical aspects of this
type of microscopy that may be foreign to biologists but is fundamental
to an understanding of how best to apply this technology.
Moore’s law of multiphoton microscopy
A search of publications referencing MPM (and its various synonyms)
reveals several facts about the integration of this relatively new imaging
technology into biological research. Publications involving MPM have
increased exponentially over the past decade (Fig. 1) as femtosecond
laser sources became robust and commercially available, and as the first
commercial multiphoton microscopes were introduced in 1996 by
BioRad Microscience (Hemel Hampstead, UK). About half of the total
references have been consistently devoted to technique and instrumentation development rather than focused on specific biological questions.
This is at least partly attributable to the unexplored potential of nonlinear optical processes for biological research (pointed out as early as 1978;
ref. 49).
A survey of the instrumentation used in the studies employing MPM
for biological research (255 out of 560 total references) indicates that
66% of these studies made use of laboratory-built systems, usually based
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Figure 1 Publications employing, developing or reviewing MPM (from
PubMed and ISI). Bar height (white and black) indicates the total number
of references for the given year; black bars represent publications focusing
on instrumentation development, the remainder being work in which MPM
was used to help clarify a specific biological research goal. Gray bar is the
estimated number based on twice the 2003 half-year total; dotted line is an
exponential fit of the data.

on modified confocal microscopes. The remaining one-third employed
commercial systems—27% from BioRad and 3.5% each from Zeiss
(Oberkochen, Germany) and Leica (Wetzler, Germany). Furthermore,
the majority (∼80%) of the publications are from a small number of
research groups (∼12) who have developed the required expertise to use
the technique effectively. Taken together, these statistics indicate that
MPM is still a specialized technology, used successfully by some, but
apparently not yet at the level of routine use characteristic of conventional (single-photon) confocal microscopy.
Three-dimensionally localized excitation
Early in the development of quantum mechanics, it was shown theoretically by Maria Göppert-Mayer65 that photons of lesser energy together
can cause an excitation ‘normally’ produced by the absorption of a single
photon of higher energy in a process called multiphoton or two-photon
excitation. Two-photon microscopy, as normally practiced, uses the simplest version of her theoretical prediction: two photons of about equal
energy (from the same laser) interact with a molecule, producing an
excitation equivalent to the absorption of a single photon possessing
twice the energy. If the excited molecule is fluorescent, it can emit a single photon of fluorescence as if it were excited by a single higher energy
photon (Fig. 2). This event depends on the two photons both interacting
with the molecule nearly simultaneously (∼10–16 s), resulting in a quadratic dependence on the light intensity rather than the linear dependence of conventional fluorescence. Multiphoton processes such as twophoton excitation (TPE) are often termed ‘nonlinear’ because the rate at
which they occur depends nonlinearly on the intensity. The intensitysquared dependence is the basis of the localized nature of two-photon
excitation: doubling the intensity produces four times the fluorescence.
In MPM, as in conventional laser-scanning confocal microscopy, a
laser is focused and raster-scanned across the sample. The image consists
of a matrix of fluorescence intensity measurements made by digitizing
the detector signal as the laser sweeps back and forth across the sample.
TPE probabilities are extremely small, and focusing increases the local
intensity at the focal point. Intensity (I) is the number of photons passing through a unit area per unit time (usually in photons cm–2 s –1),
whereas power is energy per second (1 W = 1 J s –1). Because intensity
depends on the area, it is greater at the focus than a distance away,
whereas the total power is the same everywhere along the
beam. To calculate the intensity from measured laser power readings,
1 mW = λ × 5 × 1012 photons s –1 nm–1 can be used (derived from
E = hc/λ). For example, 1 mW at 960 nm is ∼5 × 1015 photons s –1.
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Dividing this by the area of the beam in the focal plane (for high numerical aperture (NA) ∼10–9 cm2) gives an intensity at the focus of
∼5 × 1024 photons cm–2 s –1. The intensity squared is 25 × 1048 photons2
cm–4 s –2, increasing the TPE probability in the focal plane by ∼107 compared with the unfocused beam. Away from the focal plane, the TPE
probability drops off rapidly so that no appreciable fluorescence is emitted (Fig. 2b), and intrinsic three-dimensional resolution is achieved.
Focusing alone is still not enough to make two-photon microscopy
practical. For example, 1 mW of 960-nm light focused into 10 µM fluorescein generates only ∼20,000 fluorescence photons per second. Further
reduced by a total collection efficiency of only a few percent, this intensity would be much less than one fluorescence photon per pixel on a typical laser-scanning microscope with a ∼1-µs pixel dwell time. To
generate enough TPE fluorescence for imaging, a pulsed laser is used to
increase further the probability that two photons will simultaneously
interact with a molecule, while still keeping the average power relatively
low. A mode-locked titanium sapphire (Ti:S) laser—the most common
laser used in MPM—produces ∼80 million pulses per second, each with
pulse duration of ∼100 fs. With a pulsed laser, the two-photon fluorescence depends on the average squared intensity (<I(t)2>) rather than the
squared average intensity (<I(t)>2). The average intensity is equal to the
number of pulses per second (R) times the integrated instantaneous
intensity during a pulse, which yields36,66
<I(t)2> = gP <I(t)>2 / (Rτ)

(1)

where gp is a unitless factor that depends on the temporal laser pulse
shape (0.66 for a Gaussian pulse shape), τ is the full-width half-maximum (FWHM) of the pulse and < > denotes the time-averaged value.
For 100-fs pulses and R = 80 MHz, the TPE probability is increased by
gp/Rτ ≈ 105, and 20,000 emitted photons becomes 2 billion photons per
second with a mode-locked laser. This translates into around 100 photons per pixel in the imaginary multiphoton microscope just described.
Fluorescence excitation and two-photon action cross-sections
The two-photon cross-section (σ2p) is a quantitative measure of the
probability of a two-photon absorption. σ2p has units of cm4 s, with
10–50 cm4 s called a Göppert-Mayer or ‘GM’. Because it is difficult to
measure σ2p directly, the two-photon ‘action’ cross-section is usually
measured; this is the product of the fluorescence quantum yield (φF) and
the absolute two-photon absorption cross-section (σ2p)36,66,67. Both the
wavelength dependence and the absolute values of φFσ2p are important
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Figure 2 Localization of excitation by two-photon excitation. (a) Single-photon
excitation of fluorescein by focused 488-nm light (0.16 NA). (b) Two-photon
excitation using focused (0.16 NA) femtosecond pulses of 960-nm light.
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The optical and effective resolution of MPM
The optical resolution of a multiphoton microscope seems at first
thought to be worse by a factor of 2 than a single-photon confocal
microscope, because the illumination used is about twice the wavelength. However, this assessment is based on comparison to a hypothetical perfect confocal microscope that has an infinitely small pinhole94.
As the pinhole is opened, the resolution of a confocal microscope
decreases and the resolution difference becomes less. In practice, the
effective resolution achieved is a function of many complex factors, such
as the absolute number of photons collected per pixel (pixel noise scales
as the square root of the number of photons), and, in a confocal microscope, the fraction of true signal photons relative to scattered photons
from outside the observation volume (that is, contrast). Because fluorescence only arises from the focus in MPM, when compared with confocal
in scattering samples the effective resolution of the former often seems
far superior95–97.
Knowing the dimensions of the two-photon focal volume is useful,
for example, to estimate the thickness of an optical section or to calculate the number of caged neurotransmitters one might expect to photolyse per laser pulse. The illumination point spread function, IPSF(x,y,z),
describes intensity everywhere in space near the focus, and in MPM only
IPSF2 is needed to define the true optical resolution98 (assuming confocal detection is not used). IPSF2 can be calculated (Fig. 4a) based on the
work of Richards and Wolf99, and fits of the lateral and axial intensitysquared profiles to a Gaussian function (Fig. 4b) yield expressions for
estimating the diffraction-limited lateral (ωxy) and axial (ωz) 1/e radii of
IPSF2 (Fig. 4c). For NAs  0.7, ωxy is inversely proportional to NA; however, at higher NAs, this dependence deviates, and a better estimate
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in MPM. To determine an optimal TPE wavelength, doubling the maximum single-photon excitation wavelength is often a good approximation. However, many molecules exhibit obvious deviations from this
rule because the selection rules for two-photon processes are different
from single-photon selection rules. For symmetrical molecules, initial
single-photon excited states are two-photon forbidden68, and therefore
fluorophores such as Rhodamine B67 show a clear difference between
their one- and two-photon absorption spectra, as shown in Figure 3a.
Intrinsic molecules such as NADH have extremely low action crosssections (<10–4 GM)36,37,69 yet have been successfully used with MPM
imaging70–73. The other extreme, CdSe-ZnS quantum dots, have crosssections approaching 50,000 GM74 and allow multiphoton imaging
with a few microwatts of laser power. Most common fluorescent dyes
have φFσ2p values in the range of 1–300 GM36,67, although it is possible
to design organic molecules specifically for high nonlinear absorption75–77. Intrinsically fluorescent proteins, such as green fluorescent
protein (GFP), have large action cross-sections (Fig. 3b and refs. 36,
78–81), and are particularly well suited for MPM in tissue explants and
live animals24,82–88.
Although relative two-photon excitation spectra (λ dependence)89,90
can be useful, it is often necessary to know φFσ2p(λ) explicitly when
designing a particular MPM experiment. For example, cyan fluorescent
protein (CFP) and yellow fluorescent protein (YFP) can be used for
multiphoton fluorescence resonance energy transfer (MP-FRET)91–93
but also have potential for MP-FCCS62. For MP-FRET, CFP must be
excited without exciting YFP; for MP-FCCS, by contrast, it is optimal to
excite both proteins equally. The relative excitation spectra alone do not
provide the needed information, and an absolute measure of the
expected fluorescence from each species at a given wavelength is necessary. From Figure 3c, it is clear that MP-FRET is best carried out at 800
nm, whereas MP-FCCS would work best where the fluorescence from
both species is about equal (∼910 nm).
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Figure 3 Two-photon action cross-sections. (a) Two-photon action spectrum
of Rhodamine B (black) compared to the one-photon absorption spectrum
(red). (b) Two-photon action spectra of five common fluorescent proteins
(FPs): enhanced GFP (eGFP; green), CFP (cyan), YFP (yellow), Discosoma
Red (dsRed; red) and wild type GFP (wtGFP; black). Note: our measurements
of the FP cross-sections were normalized to the concentration of fluorescing
protein as determined by FCS, and therefore our absolute values (but not line
shape) for CFP and YFP differ from refs. 79 and 81. (c) Semilog plot of the
cross-section ratio of YFP to CFP.

(∼1% error) can be found by assuming a slight inverse power dependence of NA. Analogous to the nonparaxial derivations of ref. 100, an
expression for ωz of the two-photon focal volume can also be formulated (Fig. 4c). Conversions to the FWHM and 1/e2 radius (Fig. 4b) can
be obtained by multiplication by 2√ln2 and √2, respectively. The FWHM
is a more common measure of optical resolution, whereas the 1/e2
radius is, for example, needed to recover diffusion coefficients from MPFCS and MP-FPR measurements. Note that the objective lenses must be
uniformly illuminated (overfilled) to achieve a diffraction-limited
focus—a condition well approximated if, in practice, the 1/e beam
diameter is no less than the diameter of the objective lens back aperture.
By approximating the IPSF2 as a three-dimensional Gaussian volume,
analytical integration over all space yields the TPE focal volume. This is
not a volume with distinct walls but rather one based on averaging the
TPE potential over all space. Integrating the three-dimensional
Gaussian yields
VTPE = π ⁄2 ω2xy ωz
3

(2)

where ωxy and ωz are calculated as in Figure 4c. Although these expressions provide a good estimate of the central lobe of IPSF2, they do not
fully take the wings of IPSF2 into account at regions far from the focus
and the integrated Gaussian volume yields a value 68% of that obtained
from numerical integration of the full vectorial approach of ref. 99. With
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Figure 4 The two-photon excitation volume. (a) Axial and lateral views of
IPSF and IPSF2. Squaring the IPSF results in minimal wings relative to the
center. (b) Axial profile (0,0,z) of IPSF (dashed red line) and ISPF2(0,0,z)
(solid red). Dashed black line is a fit to a Gaussian function. (c) Equations
for calculating the 1/e widths (ω) of the lateral (xy) and axial (z) intensitysquared profiles. (d) Excitation probability saturation of the TPE focal
volume for a 1-GM and 300-GM fluorophore calculated at 1.2 NA for a
200-fs, 80-MHz source. Insert shows the lateral plane of the effective IPSF2
at the focus for 1 GM (left) and 300 GM (right) at 20 mW.

this correction, equation (2) provides a good estimate of the TPE volume.
For example, the effective TPE volume for a 1.2-NA lens at 900 nm is
(5.57) (0.175 µm)2 (0.451 µm) / 0.68 = 0.113 µm3 or ∼100 attoliters.
In using a Gaussian approximation for the focal volume, it is
assumed that the laser intensity is far from a level that would cause fluorophore excitation saturation. Assuming the lifetime of a fluorophore is
less than the time between laser pulses, the TPE probability per laser
pulse per fluorophore is 1  exp(ασ2PP2IPSF2(x,y,z)/(R2 τ)), where
P is the laser power and α is a conversion constant1,74. Depending on
the laser power and the value of σ2P, this probability can saturate near
the focal center (i.e., become 1.0), while continuing to increase in the
wings of the focal volume, resulting in a marked deviation from the
excitation volume predicted by equation (2). Figure 4d shows calculations carried out for molecules with cross-sections of 1 and 300 GM for
laser powers up to 20 mW (R = 80 MHz and 1.2 NA), indicating that
with a relatively high cross-section dye the optical resolution may begin
to deviate from the optimal possible value. This effect was clearly seen
with quantum dots74, which have extremely high TPE cross sections. It
also may become significant in cases where the peak laser intensity is
unusually high, such as in applications of high-pulse power regenerative amplifier systems101, 102 to increase imaging depth. Similar calculations carried out with R = 200 KHz for only 0.5 mW of power at the
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Lasers and laser optics for MPM
The application of mode-locked Ti:S crystal-based lasers to MPM, first
demonstrated in 1992 (ref. 103), was really the beginning of practical
MPM. Before that, MPM involved femtosecond dye lasers, which were
temperamental and required constant tweaking. Commercial Ti:S
lasers from Spectra-Physics (Mountain View, CA, USA) and Coherent
(Sunnyvale, CA), now with broadband optics permitting use of the full
tunable range (∼700 to 1,000 nm) without changing laser mirrors,
have made MPM an accessible tool for biology. The recent introduction of computer-controlled, single-box Ti:S lasers from both companies continues this trend. Although other types of mode-locked lasers
have been applied31,95,104,105, Ti:S lasers are presently the most common and robust excitation sources for MPM.
The term ‘mode-locked’ refers to a laser operating with only a certain
set of frequencies (modes) propagating in the laser cavity, with the phase
between these modes locked so that there is destructive interference
between the propagating frequencies everywhere in the cavity except at
one point where the waves add constructively106. This results in a single
short pulse of light traveling in the cavity with the repetition rate dictated by the distance between the two cavity end mirrors and the speed of
light (Fig. 5a,b). Femtosecond Ti:S lasers require a relatively large number of intracavity frequencies to achieve 100-fs pulses, and therefore the
pulses have a significantly large spectral bandwidth. The laser spectrum
is simpler to measure than the pulsewidth, so it is commonly monitored
in a MPM system as an indication of proper mode-locking. The spectrum should be a symmetrical Gaussian shape (Fig. 5c) devoid of spikes
that indicate an unwanted continuous-wave component (termed ‘CW
breakthrough’). The product of the pulsewidth and the spectral width
(bandwidth) is called the time-bandwidth product (TBWP), which has a
defined minimum value (the actual value depends on the temporal pulse
shape). If the TBWP is equal to this minimum value, the pulses are
‘transform-limited’ and, assuming a Gaussian pulse shape, the temporal
and spectral widths are related by τ = 0.44λ 02/c λFWHM, where λ0 is the
peak of the spectrum (that is, 960 nm in Fig. 5c) and c = 300 nm/fs
(speed of light). In a transform-limited pulse the wavelengths are randomized so any available color is equally probable anytime during the
pulse. However, if this pulse passes through a dispersive material such as
glass, it becomes ‘chirped’; the longer wavelength components travel
faster so the pulsewidth lengthens, but the spectrum remains unchanged.
In the visible and near-IR region, all materials have positive dispersion
(red leads blue), so that femtosecond pulses passing through optics are
always ‘positively chirped’ and thus longer than they were directly out of
the laser. Positive dispersion can be offset by adding negative dispersion
before the beam travels through the optics. This is known as dispersion
compensation, or pre-chirping, and has been applied to MPM107,108 but
leads to an instrument that is more complicated to operate.
From equation (1) it can be shown that the increase in average
power needed to maintain the same TPE with the longer pulse scales as
the square root of the ratio of the chirped pulsewidth to the
pulsewidth before the dispersive optics. For example, 2-fold increases
in pulsewidth require 1.41-fold more laser power to achieve the same
level of fluorescence. Pulse broadening resulting from dispersion can
be estimated using
τout = τin (1 + 7.68(D/τ2in)2) ⁄2
1

(3)

where D is the total dispersion in femtoseconds squared. A typical
MPM system can have between 3,000 and 20,000 fs2 of dispersion in
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Figure 5 Components of a multiphoton microscope. (a) Pulse train from a laser mode-locked Ti:S at 80 MHz. (b) Pulses out of the laser typically have a FWHM
duration of 100 fs and a spectral FWHM (c) of ∼10 nm. (d) Schematic of a MPM system (see text). (e) Rays generated at the focus deep in a specimen may be
scattered and enter the objective lens as skew rays, resulting in diverging epifluorescence. (f) Comparison of PMT photocathode efficiencies.

total, depending on the operating wavelength, objective lens used109–111
and other components such as beam modulators and beam-expanding
lenses. Laser pulsewidths vary as well, typically ranging from 80 to 150
fs, depending on the manufacturer and wavelength. At 5,000 fs2, this
translates into pulsewidths of 190 and 177 fs, respectively, with both
values being well within the range for efficient TPE. For a more dispersive system at 20,000 fs2, the respective pulsewidths become 697 fs and
403 fs, requiring 50–80% more average power to have the same TPE
efficiency as the ∼180-fs pulses available at the focus of the less dispersive system.
The complete multiphoton microscope
Most multiphoton microscopes, including all commercial versions,
essentially consist of a laser-scanning confocal adapted to reflect the near
IR, a pulsed laser and a few required multiphoton peripherals. Figure 5d
diagrams the components of a functional MPM system, similar to
instruments reported in the literature112,113.
Ti:S laser. A choice exists between a pair of two separate lasers
(Nd:YVO4 pump laser and Ti:S laser) or a ‘single-box’ version, which has
both the pump laser and Ti:S oscillator in the same factory-sealed box.
The two-laser combination presently has a broader tuning range than a
single-box laser (as much as 690–1,020 nm compared with 720–920
nm) and the ability to stop mode-locking, which is sometimes useful to
verify that the signal is actually due to two-photon fluorescence. Laser
power available varies depending on the size of the pump laser, with 5 W
pumped systems providing up to 1 W at the Ti:S peak wavelengths
(∼800 nm) and a few hundred milliwatts near the edges of the tuning
curve (700 nm and 1,000 nm). Systems with a 10 W pump source produce ∼50% more power across the wavelength range. For maximum
flexibility and tuning range, the pump laser–Ti:S pair is as yet unsurpassed; however, simplicity of operation makes single-box lasers ideal
for many situations, such as imaging facilities at which user friendliness
is a priority.

Beam intensity control. There are several choices for controlling the
laser intensity: a collection of neutral-density (ND) filters, a rotatable
polarizer, an electro-optic modulator (EOM or Pockels cell) or an
acousto-optic modulator (AOM). The two modulators have the ability
to blank the beam during scanner turnaround and flyback; however,
EOMs are typically less dispersive. For example, an EOM with a 50- to
80-mm-long KD*P crystal has between 2,000 and 4,000 fs2 of dispersion, whereas an AOM made of TeO2 can be 4-fold more dispersive114.
Beam telescope. A beam telescope can be used to adjust the size of the
beam at the back aperture of the objective to be sure the lens is ‘overfilled’ for a diffraction-limited focus, or in some cases, underfilled for an
axially extended focus. Note that in the position shown in Figure 5d, the
range of useable beam diameters is ultimately limited by the size of the
XY scanner mirrors, which may be only a few millimeters in diameter.
With the availability of the new high-NA, low-magnification objectives,
such as the Olympus 20  0.95 NA water immersion lens, which has a
17-mm back aperture, a better solution may be necessary. For example,
beam expansion after the scanner is more optically complex to incorporate, but could better provide the range of beam sizes needed to optimize
the focus.
Beam scanner. Of the various XY scanner designs available115, the
most common is the nonresonant point scanner, which scans the
focused beam across the specimen with an adjustable scan speed, permitting software ‘zooming’ (variable apparent magnification by scanning a smaller region, more slowly) and the important ability to rotate
the scan axis. Resonant galvanometers capable of faster (video) scan
rates116,117 can also be used, but these operate at only one frequency
and cannot zoom, pan or rotate. Also useful is the ability to park the
beam stably at any specified XY position, allowing point measurements
such as MP-FCS58 and MP-FPR measurements59 using the same optics
for both imaging and single-point measurements. This is critical for
intracellular measurements60 so that the measurement location is accurately known.
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Figure 6 Applications showing various capabilities of MPM. (a) Simultaneous 780-nm excitation of
three different fluorophores in RBL-2H3 cells labeled with 4’,6-diamidino-2-phenylindole (DAPI)
(DNA, blue pseudo color), PATMAN (plasma membrane, green) and tetramethylrhodamine
(mitochondria, red). (b) Cell stimulation-induced granule-granule fusion142, as assessed by PATMAN
membrane staining (gray scale and blue) and acridine orange-stained granules (green and red). (c) and
(d) Calcium dynamics 300 µm deep into the neuropil of the lobster stomatogastric ganglion143. (c)
Processes of a ‘PD’ neuron filled with calcium green-1N. (d) A line scan shows that upon depolarization
(pulse), in a dopamine-dependent manner, calcium enters through varicosities on the neurites,
copyright 2000 (reprinted by permission of the Society for Neuroscience, ©2000) (e) Measuring blood
flow in a vessel plexus under the intact tibial growth plate perichondrium in the mouse. Red blood cells
appear as shadows within the fluorescence-containing blood vessels (methodology from ref. 144, and
work carried out in collaboration with C. Farnum, Cornell University, and W. Horton, Shriner’s Hospital,
Portland, Oregon). (f) The angle of the shadow traces in the line scan can be translated to the blood
flow velocity. (g) Two-dimensional image autocorrelation is used to determine the average angle, in this
case yielding an average blood flow of ∆x/∆t = 226 µm s–1. (h) Intrinsic emissions (yellow) detailing the
tissue structure of a mouse’s ovary can be imaged simultaneously with genetically incorporated GFPs.
Ovarian surface epithelial cells were labeled by an intrabursal injection of virally incorporated eGFP.
(Work done in collaboration with A. Flesken-Nikitin and A. Nikitin, Cornell University.) (i) Because
collagen SHG is coherent, information about the specimen can be derived from the directionality of the
SHG emission. In this 10-day-old rat tail tendon, immature fibril segments scatter backward (green),
whereas mature fibrils scatter forward (red).

Detectors. The most efficient fluorescence collection scheme is
obtained by the use of ‘non-descanned’ or direct detectors, because confocal detection is not needed with multiphoton excitation. Although it
has been shown that a confocal aperture can improve the resolution of a
two-photon microscope under certain conditions94,118, for applications
in which MPM is most advantageous (such as deep imaging in scattering specimens) a confocal pinhole will degrade performance because
scattered emission photons will be rejected, even though they originated
in the focal volume. In fact, highly scattered emissions may even be randomly divergent leaving the objective lens (Fig. 5e) and thus difficult to
focus101,119. For this reason, a particularly efficient detector design
involves the use of a large-area photomultiplier tubes (PMT) close to the
objective lens.
PMTs are the dominant detectors for both confocal and MPM because
an imaging detector is not needed for point-scanning systems, and the
high gain and absence of readout noise favors PMTs (pixel integration
times are usually in the microsecond range). Charge-coupled detectors
(CCDs) have not found widespread use in MPM, other than in situations requiring imaging detectors120, but are rapidly improving with onchip avalanche amplification to reduce the effect of readout noise.
Avalanche photodiodes (APDs) have also been used in MPM and may be
superior to conventional PMTs at extremely low fluorescence levels121.
A recent improvement in detectors for MPM are GaAsP photocathode PMTs (Hamamatsu H7422P), which offer high quantum efficiency
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(QE) values in the important 400- to 650-nm
range compared with PMTs using conventional photocathode materials (Fig. 5f).
Peaking at ∼42% QE, GaAsP detectors are close
to the theoretical 50% maximum QE of a photocathode-based device, making them well
suited for two-photon FCS, as well as multiphoton imaging. They also have a small transient-time spread (∼150 ps) and a 1-ns output
pulse, making them attractive for fluorescence
lifetime imaging122. Two minor limitations are
a relatively small active area of 5 mm diameter
(this is, however, still much larger than an APD
active area), making focusing optics a requirement, and a lower damage threshold than conventional photocathodes. Overall, they are a
significant advancement in MPM detectors
because higher detection efficiency can translate to lower excitation power and improved
viability with live specimens. For wavelengths
beyond 700 nm, GaAs PMTs can be used, in
addition to enhanced ‘meshless’ multialkali
PMTs (such as the Hamamatsu H7732-10),
which have a relatively high QE, even above
650 nm (Fig. 5f).

Applications of MPM
The advantages of MPM, for the most part,
arise from two basic attributes of the nonlinear excitation: localized excitation and the
expanded wavelength accessibility of most
fluorophores. The restriction of multiphoton
excitation to the focal plane completely alleviates out-of-focus photobleaching and photodamage. All photons generated are signal;
there is no background, so that emission collection can be both simple and efficient. The
lack of out-of-focus fluorescence, coupled with the use of IR light,
explains the technique’s successful use for fluorescence imaging in thick
specimens. The second aspect, enhanced UV bands under TPE
(Fig. 3a), simplifies multicolor imaging by allowing excitation of different fluorophores with the same laser, avoiding chromatic aberrations
and providing a broad uninterrupted emission collection bandwidth.
Figure 6 shows a panorama of applications that highlight the
strengths of MPM, including the simultaneous excitation of fluorophores whose emission spectra vary by hundreds of nanometers
(Fig 6a,b), deep imaging in live preparations (Fig. 6c,d) and live mice
(Fig. 6e–h), as well as the use of intrinsic fluorophores and other nonlinear signals, such as SHG (Fig. 6h,i).
In addition to multiphoton fluorescence, an MPM system can easily
be modified to collect light from nonlinear scattering processes, such as
SHG. In harmonic generation, multiple photons simultaneously interact with non-centrosymmetrical structures without absorption, producing radiation at exactly half of the exciting wavelength (Fig. 7a).
Because harmonic generation is a coherent process (scattered photons
maintain phase information), the scattered beam must satisfy phasematching constraints producing highly directed radiation rather than
isotropic emission (Fig. 7b,c). SHG directionality is dependent on
the distribution and directionality of the induced dipoles within the
focal volume40,123. SHG imaging is presently being investigated to
image membrane potential sensing dyes with improved signal-to-
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Figure 7 Two-photon fluorescence and SHG. (a) SHG is always at half
the fundamental wavelength and tunes with laser, whereas fluorescence
emission is unchanged, except in its magnitude as the laser tunes through
the TPE absorption peak. (b,c) SHG is directional depending on the distribution and orientation of the nonlinear dipoles (b), whereas fluorescence
is, in general, isotropically emitted (c).

noise39,124–126, to visualize microtubule polarity42,44,127 and to obtain
high-resolution images of unstained collagen structures in mouse models of disease24,37,127.
Viability, photodamage and photobleaching
Although multiphoton excitation limits photodamage to the focal
plane, the possibility of bleaching and damage within this region
remains. Photodamage and decreased viability may be especially pronounced at the shorter Ti:S wavelengths where TPE of intrinsic tissue
chromophores37 is high. Clear enhancements in cellular viability with
MPM over single-photon confocal microscopy are easiest to obtain at
wavelengths >800 nm31,128. It is generally thought that overall in the
700- to 1,000-nm range, single- and three-photon excitation damage is
usually negligible, and photodamage in the focal plane is primarily due
to two-photon processes129, implying that pulsewidth is usually not a
critical parameter in viability. This finding is contradicted by work that
suggests highly nonlinear dependence of phototoxicity130; however, the
excitation doses (squared power × dwell time) used in the work were
nearly 1,000-fold higher than levels normally used in MPM. Probe photobleaching, like cellular photodamage, can only occur in the focal
plane, but there is evidence that some molecules bleach more easily
under TPE131 and may even show higher order (>2) photobleaching132.
Nonetheless, reduced damage outside of the focal volume can have
tremendous advantages in optically thick specimens. The key to using
MPM safely and successfully is not any different from that for any other
form of microscopy; one must understand the effects and limits on the
specific biological system under investigation, and always optimize to
reduce the excitation intensity. In MPM, this means using efficient fluorescence detectors and blanking the laser while image data are not being
acquired.
Conclusions and future areas of development
MPM is quickly becoming a standard tool for determining the molecular mechanisms of cell-based processes in basic biological research, tissue engineering and transgenic mouse models of disease and
development. The number of publications focused on nonlinear
microscopy development indicates that MPM has created its own field
of research. Areas of development that hold particular promise range
from fabrication of minimally dispersive objective lenses designed to
optimize collection of scattered emissions, to the application of adaptive

optics133–135 to MPM for correcting aberrations of the point spread
function.
As presently implemented, MPM can image hundreds of microns
deep. We believe the ultimate depth limitation is not often a result of a
lack of laser power but rather difficulty in collecting the generated fluorescence due to both absorption and scattering, which leads to collection
losses (Fig. 5e), as well as reduced fluorescence due to degradation of the
IPSF2. A simple test for inadequate two-photon excitation is to measure
the power dependence of the fluorescence deep within the specimen to
test for saturation. If it scales as less than the power squared, saturation is
occurring, indicating that more than sufficient excitation exists in the
focal plane. In practice, we often find blurriness and a significant reduction in contrast in many specimens when the imaging depth is increased
past several hundred microns, well before all signal is lost. Aberrations of
IPSF2 can be caused by either heterogeneity in the index of refraction in
tissue or TPE focal volume saturation (see Fig. 4d). It may be possible to
overcome the former difficulty by adaptive optics, in which the spatial
phase of the beam is modified to pre-compensate for the path the rays
take through the tissue. Curing the latter problem requires lower power,
compensated by better detection.
Nonlinear optics, the ‘magical’ area of modern physics that helped
spawn MPM, still has more to offer. Femtosecond lasers are being
devised that can operate in the 1,000- to 1,300-nm range, just beyond
that which a Ti:S laser can conveniently reach136,137. This region is especially important for high-viability imaging of redder dyes and fluorescent proteins. Several groups are developing forms of multiphoton
endoscopy138,139, and new photonic crystal fibers now allow fiber delivery of 100-fs pulses through optical fibers with more than enough power
for MPM and multiphoton endoscopy140. Finally, the trick of modifying
nonlinear optical responses by changing the phase of the spectral components that make up a femtosecond pulse—a field known as ‘coherent
control’—may make it possible to fine-tune multiphoton excitation141
to increase multiphoton absorption, reduce two-photon photobleaching or improve photo-uncaging efficiency.
Since its introduction a little over a decade ago, MPM has evolved
from a photonic novelty to a tool for visualizing cellular and subcellular
events within living tissue. As we focus on understanding the physiological and developmental consequences of the multitude of new genetic
sequences uncovered, but not understood, MPM will surely continue to
play an important part.
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